could get a little education, I’d sure
appreciate it. 73,
Ted Hawken, KØLDS
Pueblo, CO

Time’s Running Out for the
CQ Diamond Jubilee WAZ Award
The clock is ticking down on the 75th
anniversary celebration for CQ’s prestigious Worked All Zones (WAZ) award,
and with it, time is running out to qualify for the CQ Diamond Jubilee WAZ
Award. This one-time special award is
presented for contacting all 40 CQ
zones during the Diamond Jubilee celebration period, between November 1,
2009, and December 31, 2010 (UTC).
No QSLs are required; you’re on your
honor. Take advantage of a climbing
sunspot cycle and the fall contest season to fill in those missing zones.
Basic Award Rules
• Contact all 40 CQ zones between
November 1, 2009, and December 31,
2010 (UTC)
• Complete a log extract, in zone
order, listing station contacted, date,
time, band, and mode of contact
• Submit the application and log
extract, along with award fee ($6US for
CQ subscribers; $12US for non-subscribers), to:
Floyd Gerald, N5FG
CQ WAZ Award Manager
P.O. Box 449
Wiggins, MS 39577-0499 USA
e-mail: <n5fg@cq-amateur-radio.com>
• E-mail applications with fees
paid via PayPal are permitted and
encouraged
• Applications, log extracts, and fees
must be received by N5FG no later
than March 31, 2011.
Complete rules are available on
our website at <http://www.cq-amateurradio.com/cq_awards/cq_diamond_
jubilee_waz/1009_diamond_waz.pdf>.
To make it easier on your fingers, just
go to our home page at <http://www.cqamateur-radio.com>, click on “CQ
Awards” on the left-hand side of the
page, and then click on “CQ Diamond
Jubilee WAZ Award.” Please note there
is an error on the rules page in the mailing address for WAZ Award Manager
Floyd Gerald, N5FG. The address
above is correct.
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WA5VJB responds:
Hi Ted,
The length of the element is very
much a function of the diameter of the
element. Going from a very small diameter to something fat can change the
length as much as 15%. At 2 meters this
means your 145-MHz Yagi is now a
125-MHz Yagi, just from using a different diameter tubing for the elements.
And most Yagis only work well over 2
or 3% of their frequency range.
When the element goes through the
boom, then that part of the element is
fatter. This doesn’t change a 20-meter
beam very much, but it can have a big
impact on a UHF beam where the boom
is 1/10th the length of the element.
This is when the Yagi element is connected directly to the boom. Mount the
Yagi element with an insulator and this
effect is much less … not entirely gone,
but much less.
Even with wood, the effect is not zero.
Light travels more slowly when passing
though glass or clear plastic. Likewise,
radio waves travel more slowly when
passing through plastic, wood, etc. As
an example, make two 40-meter
dipoles, one out of bare wire and one
out of insulated wire. To get them to tune
to the same frequency, the insulated
wire one will be about a foot and a half
shorter than the bare-wire dipole.
One common problem is making the
elements the correct length, and letting
them pass through the boom, but with
only a mechanical connection. Put your
445-MHz beam out in the weather and
those joints slowly oxidize. After a few
years your 445-MHz Yagi is now tuned
to 420 MHz and you just can’t seem to
get into some of the repeaters you used
to. The best long-term method is to
mount the elements in insulators, or
weld the elements to the boom. In short,
make sure the antenna design has actually been tested, and build it the way
they did. I hope this helps.

Getting Loopy
Kent,
Read your article on 5/8-wave antennas. In my opinion it was one of the best
parts of the June issue. After I read
through the article, I tried to apply these
to amateur radio. I came up with a 3/4wavelength wire antenna for 146 MHz
that would be 57.698" and a 5/8-wave-

length for the same frequency would be
48.082".
If I follow the way you made those little loops on your antennas to shorten
from 3/4 to 5/8, then I would have to
make one quite large loop to shorten
from 3/4 to 5/8 on my 2-meter antenna.
That is at least a 9" difference. Is this
correct? Would you make one large
loop or how about smaller but multiple
turns? Thanks.
Jim Klohr, WA6YVV
WA5VJB responds:
Hi Jim,
The classic ham 2-meter 5/8-wave
antenna has a 39" whip. Add another
inch or two for the base coil and mount.
A direct scaling factor can be tricky.
To scale the microwave versions, your
whip would need to be a couple of inches in diameter at 2 meters. Also if you
take the classic formulas:
half-wave in free space: Length in feet
= 492/f(MHz)
half-wave antenna: Length in feet =
468//f(MHz)
you will see that these don’t match. In
part this is because a radio wave
doesn’t travel along a conductor at the
speed of light. A while back in CQ I
showed how even the 468 was just a
good starting point and that the actual
number could vary considerably with
diameter of the wire, insulation on the
wire, and even its height above ground.
So I would start with an antenna that
stands about 40 inches tall, and then
add turns at the base unit you hit your
favorite 2-meter frequency. Both one
big turn or a lot of small ones will work.
It’s just hard to make small loops at 5.8
GHz HiHi.
I trust you now see why the projects
were built on a network analyzer rather
than calculated. Good luck!

Cheap Yagi Question
Kent,
A quick question. I see that the 144MHz Cheap Yagi is built with 3/16-inch
material for the parasitic elements.
What change in length would I need if I
am using 1/8-inch diameter material
instead? Thank you!
Bennett Wilson, AF2RF
Brooklyn, NY
WA5VJB responds:
The change would be very minor
electrically. You’ll need to find some
pretty stiff rod to stick out that far, but
electrically it will be fine.
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